The way organizations conduct business is becoming increasingly dependent upon seamless access to networked applications. Cloud computing, collaboration, voice, and video are essential to the success of your business. When they don’t operate at peak performance, how can you achieve your business objectives? FirstLight’s high quality, fiber-based network solutions, paired with its Managed Edge Routing solution, can enable your business to operate efficiently and with confidence.

What is Managed Edge Routing?

IT teams are often spread thin, leaving businesses unable to fully leverage the benefits of the latest technologies. Managed Edge Routing is FirstLight’s managed router solution that enables your organization to easily control Internet usage, monitor Wide Area Network (WAN) resources across multiple locations, and secure the network perimeter. This streamlines formerly cumbersome responsibilities, granting IT teams the freedom to concentrate on what they do best: developing technology and applications that provide a competitive edge.

Managed Edge Routing delivers a single network experience across FirstLight’s own performance-oriented, low latency fiber network. Built upon a Cisco-based architecture, Managed Edge Routing enables dynamic Internet and WAN connectivity to provide consistent and secure performance. Dynamic traffic routing ensures business continuity by enabling resiliency and redundancy across the network.

As a managed service, FirstLight provides a comprehensive solution, combining its high quality, fiber-based transport services along with hardware and support as a single, cost-effective monthly fee. With up to 24x7 advance device replacement, software updates, and proactive monitoring and alerts, rest assured that FirstLight’s unparalleled support team is here to help your business thrive.

Features & Benefits:

- **The validated architecture**, based on Cisco technology, assures reliability and performance.
- **One network experience** provides consistent and secure connectivity to users, devices and branch office locations.
- **Proactive monitoring and alerts** enable visibility into applications, performance and availability.
- **Dynamic traffic routing** allows applications to operate at peak performance across multiple transport or Internet connections and implements connectivity failover to reduce downtime.
- **Partner Portal Dashboard** allows self-service to understand your device inventory and view current status.

From implementation to support, we’ve got you covered.

From site assessments, remediation and installation, to cutover and monitoring, FirstLight provides a turn-key managed router solution. With flexible support options, FirstLight can provide up to 24x7 support and 4-hour advanced device replacement.